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Best Practices

 UPDATiNG ThE FiRMWARE OF YOUR ROLAND PRODUCT:

Your Roland video or audio product can be updated to provide new features, fix bugs or streamline its processes. We 
recommend updating your product as soon as new updates are available.

Different Roland products have different update procedures, and we provide detailed documents to help you determine what 
firmware version you have and how to update to the latest version. 

Regardless of what process is involved, updating your product’s firmware requires attention to detail and a reliable working 
environment. You should follow these guidelines to avoid problems that may arise.

• Be sure to backup any settings, projects or data that your product employs in its day-to-day operation. While it’s rare that 
a firmware update affects saved settings/data, you should play it safe and back it up per the instructions in the Owner’s 
Manual. 

• Read the update instructions fully and understand each step prior to performing the update. 

• An interrupted update process can result in product failure. You should always:

   - Ensure all cables are reliable and connected tightly;

   - Ensure any update media or computer is properly formatted, reliable and not running on battery power;

   - Pay careful attention to each step of the update process to avoid mistakes.

• Any power failure - even a “brownout” - during the update process can cause a product failure. If you have any concerns 
about your facility’s AC power, you should consider employing power conditioners or Uninterruptable Power Supplies 
(UPS) during the update process. 

• You should never cancel or stop an update in progress.

• You should never disconnect any cables or media during the update process.

• You should never leave an updating unit unattended. 

• If Roland provides a software application designed to facilitate the update process, you should use that software and not 
employ substitutes. 

• Once an update is completed successfully, you should perform a version check to confirm that the new version is installed.

Roland Systems Group is not responsible for product failures caused by a failed firmware update or system update. Product 
failures due to failed firmware updates are extremely rare. It’s highly unlikely you’ll have any problems updating your Roland 
product.  If you have any question or concerns about updating your Roland product, verifying its version number, or any other 
inquiries about your product, please contact our Support Staff at 1-800-380-2580. 
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